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Part I
Dissertation Outline

1Introduction
”Today information security is shifting from what is technically possible to what is eco-
nomically efficient.” (Su, 2006, p. 4)
This thesis provides a theory-based understanding of information security investments within
organizations concentrating on organizational planning and evaluation of information security in-
vestments. The underlying framework is the Cyber Security Investment Framework of Rowe and
Gallaher (2006). This work is structured as follows: In the remaining of Part I, the dissertation is
motivated and the theory to frame this research is described in detail. Subsequently, in Part II,
the publications which comprise this thesis are presented. Finally, in Part III, the findings of this
dissertation are discussed.
1.1 Motivation
As successful organizations nowadays rely on information technology for every aspect of their busi-
ness (Kankanhalli et al., 2003), information technology has become of crucial importance for them
(Ernest Chang and Ho, 2006). With cyber security threats taking on new forms and methods, the
need to secure firm’s systems, data and processes against misuse and attacks is of vital importance
(Ernest Chang and Ho, 2006). Successful attacks can result in the disruption of production and
processes or data theft, which cause economic damage, including losses in productivity and revenue
(Bandyopadhyay et al., 2009). Besides actual and potential financial losses, other negative conse-
quences of information security incidents include negative publicity, competitive disadvantage, and
even reduced organizational viability (Kankanhalli et al., 2003). According to Forbes, worldwide
costs of data breaches will reach $2.1 trillion globally by 2019, increasing to almost four times
the estimated cost of breaches in 2015 (Forbes, Inc., 2016). These figures indicate the necessity
of information security1 to protect firms’ business operations against internal and external threats
(Anderson and Choobineh, 2008; Hall et al., 2011). The prevention of such threats causing security
1 Information security is defined as ”the protection of information systems against unauthorized access to
or modification of information, whether in storage, processing or transit” (Spagnoletti and Resca, 2008).
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incidents is achieved with protecting organizations’ resources through implementing different infor-
mation security measures (Van Niekerk, 2010). Accordingly, in order to protect the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of their systems, firms invest heavily in information security measures
(Gupta, 2008): Gartner predicts information security spending to reach $93 billion in 2018 (Gart-
ner, Inc., 2017). Organizations’ information security spending mainly concentrates on software such
as anti-virus programs, firewalls, encryption techniques, intrusion detection and prevention systems,
automated data backup, or hardware devices (Gordon and Loeb, 2002b).
Information security is a challenging and versatile research field (Spagnoletti and Resca, 2008):
With firms spending billions of dollars on information security measures yearly, information secu-
rity investment has become an extensive area of research (Huang et al., 2006). Various aspects of
information security have been researched in detail but most research attention has been paid to
the technical side (Ernest Chang and Ho, 2006), e.g., focusing on encryption techniques, access con-
trol, or firewalls (Anderson, 1972; Cavusoglu et al., 2009, 2005; Debar and Viinikka, 2005). Next to
technical aspects, human factors are included for a ”comprehensive integrated overview” (Werlinger
et al., 2009) to study the behaviour of firm employees or attackers in detail (Kraemer et al., 2009;
Kraemer and Carayon, 2007; Safa et al., 2016; Glaspie and Karwowski, 2017).
Concentrating on firms’ investments in information security, I discuss the question of how in-
formation security resources can be managed in effective and economically efficient ways. In the
presence of budget constraints, key economic questions for organizations pertain to the level of
protection needed by specific assets (processes, systems, etc.), the effectiveness of corresponding
countermeasures (e.g., firewalls, intrusion detection systems, security education, or security poli-
cies) and the optimal allocation of security budgets (Anderson and Schneier, 2005; Gordon and
Loeb, 2006b).
These economic challenges of information security have generated a considerable interest in the
academic literature and extant research has addressed different aspects of managing information
security investments drawing on micro-economics (e.g., Grossklags et al. (2008)), finance (e.g., Buck
et al. (2008)), risk management (e.g., Hoo (2000) or Yeo et al. (2014)) and organization theory (e.g.,
Cohen (2006)). These approaches address different aspects of information security investments:
I structure the presentation of the large body of research on information security investments
along the two areas of decision-making, i.e. planning and evaluation. When it comes to information
security investment decision-making, firms are influenced by various factors and aspects: Cultural
characteristics and the development of the country affect the company’s opportunities and choices
in the area of information technology, in particular with regard to information security investments
(Khansa and Liginlal, 2009; Melville et al., 2004; Shane, 1994). In addition, firms have to be com-
pliant with country-specific regulations, which require them to spend on precautions to guarantee
the confidentiality, integrity and availability of sensitive information because the firm will otherwise
have to pay fines and may lose customers (Ghose and Rajan, 2006; Khansa and Liginlal, 2009).
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Industry specific regulations, e.g., for the United States include the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) or
the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) for accounting firms, the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA), the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health
Act (HITECH) for healthcare firms or the Energy Policy Act (EPAct) for firms in the energy sector
(Chai et al., 2011; Khansa and Liginlal, 2009; Kiely et al., 2006; Kwon and Johnson, 2014). Informa-
tion security management standards such as the ISO/IEC 27000 series (Fenz et al., 2011; Glisson and
Welland, 2014; Malandrin and Carvalho, 2013; Vuorinen and Tetri, 2012) or the standards of NIST
(Bojanc and Jerman-Blazˇicˇ, 2008, 2012; Chew et al., 2008; Salisbury et al., 2015) are commonly
applied in organizations (Siponen, 2006). Moreover, partner firms, Original Equipment Manufactur-
ers (OEMs) and customers influence information security investment decisions, in particular when
it comes to information sharing and outsourcing. Much research focusses on the costs and benefits
of sharing data on security breaches, threats and potential solutions with so called Information
Sharing Alliances (ISAs) (e.g., Anderson and Choobineh (2008); Gal-Or and Ghose (2005); Gordon
et al. (2003); Rowe (2007)). Problems related to information sharing are, for instance, reputational
risks, sign of weakness to competitors and a decline in financial performance (Gal-Or and Ghose,
2005). Outsourcing has also been investigated in the literature regarding outsourcing of security
management to so called Managed Security Service Providers (MSSPs) and regarding outsourcing
of non-security-related processes and operations, which is also of security relevance (Alner, 2001;
Fink, 1994; Goodman and Ramer, 2007; Hui et al., 2012; Khalfan, 2004), but estimating the real
costs of outsourcing is considered a complex problem (Ang and Straub, 1998). In the organization,
decisions to invest in information security resources and security processes are made. To support
this decision-making with regard to technological and human resources, different approaches have
been suggested in the academic literature: VaR approaches (Lee et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2008)
and expected utility theory (Huang and Behara, 2013) are applied. For example, VaR approaches
have been used in profit optimization models for customer information security investments (Lee
et al., 2011) and to examine the risk of daily losses a firm is exposed to because of security inci-
dents (Wang et al., 2008). Expected utility theory was applied to develop an analytic model for
information security investment allocation of a fixed budget (Huang and Behara, 2013). Moreover,
cost-benefit analysis is used in the literature to determine the optimal selection of countermea-
sures in information security planning to avoid or mitigate security threats (Sawik, 2013). Financial
analyses help to identify the assets, threats, vulnerabilities of information systems and provide an
approach for the necessary investment (Bojanc and Jerman-Blazˇicˇ, 2012) and to evaluate the value
of portfolios of various kinds of security countermeasures in the light of different threat and business
environments (Kumar et al., 2008). AHP approaches determine the optimal allocation of a bud-
get for maintaining and increasing the security of a firm’s information system (Bodin et al., 2005).
Game-theoretical approaches are used to identify the amount of information security investments by
considering different categories, such as security investments, inherent vulnerabilities, and expected
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pay-offs (Cavusoglu et al., 2008) and to interpret and model behavior while negotiating and decid-
ing on security investments (Reniers and Soudan, 2010). Besides the aforementioned approaches to
decide on investments in information security resources, (the investments in and implementation
of) security processes are an important issue at the firm level. Security processes guarantee an un-
interrupted operation of business processes, which is crucial for successful business (Jakoubi et al.,
2009) since ”the information security process adds value to the enterprise by reducing the level of
risk that is associated with its information and information systems” (Purser, 2004). Beyond the
pure existence of security processes, their quality is decisive: A poor security process provides a
false sense of security (Siponen, 2006). The importance of security processes and their connection
to business processes has been discussed in the literature (Khansa and Liginlal, 2009; Purser, 2004;
Siponen, 2006).
The evaluation of investments in information security resources, such as firewalls, Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS), Chief Information Security Officers (CISO) or workshops, has been covered
extensively in the literature. Methods and models for evaluation have been suggested, for instance, by
Bistarelli et al. (2012); Bodin et al. (2005); Cavusoglu et al. (2004b); Chou et al. (2006); Bistarelli
et al. (2012); Bodin et al. (2005); Cavusoglu et al. (2004c); Chou et al. (2006); Cremonini and
Martini (2005); Jing (2009); Locher (2005); Sheen (2010); Wang et al. (2011). Evaluation processes
determine whether the invested countermeasures help decreasing risk or whether additional controls
are necessary (Barnard and von Solms, 2000; Ekelhart et al., 2009; Knapp et al., 2009; Vroom and
von Solms, 2004). Several metrics have been introduced to measure improvements in the overall
organizational performance rooted in information security investments, for example, metrics that
quantify the Return On Security Investment (ROSI) (e.g., Bo¨hme and Nowey (2008); Gordon and
Loeb (2002a)), the Internal Rate of Return (IRR) (e.g., Buck et al. (2008); Wawrzyniak (2006)), Net
Present Value (NPV) (e.g., Eisenga et al. (2012); Sheen (2010)), Annual Loss Expectancy (ALE)
(e.g., Cremonini and Martini (2005); Tanaka et al. (2005)) or Cumulated Abnormal Return (CAR)
(e.g., Andoh-Baidoo and Osei-Bryson (2007); Campbell et al. (2003)).
However, the overall landscape of research contributions is still missing studies regarding rel-
evant aspects of information security investment decision-making and evaluation: The plethora of
research articles need to be condensed and their interrelations need to be studied in detail. More-
over, academic models considering the relation between the planning and evaluation of information
security investments in combination with the learning of past investment decisions for the future
have not been developed yet. In particular, the mutlitude of influences that drive the organizational
information security investment decision-making need to be examined and brought to a common de-
nominator. Real-world applicable methods and models to evaluate information security investment
decisions, i.e. to measure changes in the organizational performance caused by information security
investment decisions are missing so far. Furthermore, learning in the context of information security
investments, has not been studied sufficiently yet: As dicussed above, the evaluation of information
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security investments has been covered exhaustively; However, it has not been studied yet how the
results of the evaluation can be used to adapt and improve future organizational information se-
curity investment decisions through learning and which learning strategy should be applied under
which circumstances.
In this thesis, I focus on the planning and evaluation of organizational information security invest-
ments, i.e. I regard both the models and methods applied for firms’ decisions to invest in information
security and the evaluation of the investments’ efficiency and effectiveness afterwards. Regarding
both the planning and evaluation of information security investments is of particular importance
for both organizations and academics: Practitioners benefit from this view because this perspective
reflects the organizational procedure of planning investments and evaluating them thereafter: Firms
plan their information security investments in a structured way to optimize the allocation of their
limited information security budget to specific information security countermeasures using decision
support models and methods. After having invested, firms evaluate their investment decisions to
check whether the implemented information security countermeasures are efficient and effective. For
example they check whether the investment in a biometric authentication system was worth the
costs because the number of false positiv authentications has decreased. Academics benefit from
my perspective considering both organizational planning and evaluation of information security in-
vestments because my birds-eye view on information security investments allows to identity gaps
in existing research that would otherwise have remained undetected. For instance, the concept of
organizational evaluation of information security investments is not sufficiently examined so far and
offers a huge area for future research.
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1.2 A Theoretical Perspective on Planning and Evaluation of
Information Security Investments
In this section, my research is embedded into an overarching and coherent framework of information
security investment literature: First, I introduce the research framework which is based on the
Cyber Security Investment Decision Theory of Rowe and Gallaher (2006). Thereafter, I frame the
existing academic literature on information security investments’ planning and evaluation with an
extension of the Cyber Security Investment Decision Theory of Rowe and Gallaher (2006). Based on
this framework, the research questions that are adressed in this thesis are derived and the applied
research methods are summarized.
1.2.1 The Research Framework
I adapt the Cyber Security Investment Decision Framework of Rowe and Gallaher (2006) in order
to build a coherent framework to outline existing academic research in the area of planning and
evaluation of information security investments. The Cyber Security Investment Decision Framework
of Rowe and Gallaher (2006) focusses on organizational cyber security decision processes considering
factors that influence firms regarding their investments and information resources that firms rely
on when it comes to information security investments. For this thesis, I extend the Cyber Security
Investment Decision Framework of Rowe and Gallaher (2006) to the Cyber Security Investment
Framework for Planning and Evaluation to cover both planning and evaluation of information
security investments.
The Cyber Security Investment Decision Framework
The original model of Rowe and Gallaher (2006) as depicted in Figure 1, aims to investigate the
organizational decision-making process related to investments in cyber security in a structured way
and therefore covers the planning part of this thesis. The model is described as ”a diagram of the
flow of decision-making and the information sources that act as inputs to this process” (Rowe and
Gallaher, 2006). The framework links the constructs drivers, resources, investment strategy, imple-
mentation strategy, budget allocation process, cyber security infrastructure and nature and frequency
of cyber security breaches in a ”has impact on”-way.
In the center of the model is the cyber security investment decision process which is influenced
by certain factors and impacts the cyber security infrastructure. As depicted in Figure 1, the Cy-
ber Security Investment Decision Process consists of two phases: the Investment Strategy and the
Implementation Strategy which are described thereafter: The Investment Strategy refers to the man-
agement’s determination of security investment priorities considering overall business operations,
cost minimization and the information security budget (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006). The investment
strategy is influenced by internal and external Drivers (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006; Daneva, 2006; Su,
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2006). External drivers include regulations or demands of suppliers or clients (Rowe and Gallaher,
2006; Cavusoglu et al., 2015; Johnston and Hale, 2009). Internal drivers are, for instance, the need to
protect business processes or past security breaches (Tanaka et al., 2005; Tatsumi and Goto, 2010;
Hausken, 2006). The main drivers are legality requirements, e.g. the Sarbanes Oxley Act, which
demands compliance and puts pressure on the organizations (Cavusoglu et al., 2015; Johnston and
Hale, 2009). Those drivers affect organizations’ investments strategy because they force firms to
invest in certain information security measures (Johnston and Hale, 2009; Laudon and Laudon,
2015).
The Implementation Strategy refers to the IT staff’s determination of the most efficient approach
to meet the security needs with evaluating and comparing specific security solutions and deciding
whether to use a reactive or proactive security strategy (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006). The implementa-
tion strategy is influenced by internal and external Resources: Resources refer to software, hardware,
policies, processes and procedures which are already implemented within the organization (internal)
or available to purchase and implement in the future (external) (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006; Barnard
and von Solms, 2000). Internal resources which are already implemented in the firm influence the
implementation strategy because the organization need to ensure that the newly acquired resources
fit into the existing system (Barnard and von Solms, 2000). Moreover, external resources influence
the firm’s implementation strategy as organizations consider every available security control on the
market (Barnard and von Solms, 2000).
The Budget Allocation Process is separate from the decision process and influences the imple-
mentation strategy: After having determined the adequate amount to invest, the firm should allocate
this limited information security budget to certain information security solutions in order to prevent
security incidents (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006; Gordon and Loeb, 2002b). Therefore there is an inter-
relation between the budget allocation process and the implementation strategy. The arrow from the
implementation strategy to the budget allocation decribes the feedback between a firm’s strategy
for security and the budget it sets for information security: The implementation strategy influences
the budget allocation because - dependent on the resources and the investment strategy - there
may be more or less information security budget necessary to carry out the planned implementation
strategy, i.e. the given information security budget may be altered and adapted to the needs iden-
tified in the implementation strategy. Accordingly, this interrelation between the implementation
strategy and the budget allocation process decribes the trade-off between the level of security and
the budget: A firm that aims to optimize their information security level might spend a lot of money
whereas an organization seeking to comply with a given limited information security budget might
not reach an adequate level of security.
As the investment strategy refers to the management’s determination of security investment
priorities considering the information security budget (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006), there is also
an interrelation between the investment strategy and the budget allocation process: The overall
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information security budget determines the allocation of this budget. Consider, for instance a firm
which has set a very restricted information security budget and therefore no money can be allocated
to information security workshops to train employees.
The cyber security investment decision process has an impact on the Cyber Security Infras-
tructure of the organization as the adoption of new technologies, policies, or procedures improves
security and increases the security level with meeting internal security objectives or with satisfying
government regulations (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006). Usually this impact is positive: Consider for
instance a firm which has decided to invest in a firewall. Then the firm’s cyber security infras-
tructure is improved because incoming and outgoing network traffic is monitored and controlled
by the firewall. The impact of the cyber security investment decision process on the cyber security
infrastructure can be negative for instance when an organization decides to invest in a firewall and
implement it where already one firewall is installed because two firewalls may collide.
The firms’ cyber security infrastructure determines the Nature and Frequency of Cyber Security
Breaches (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006): The more efficient an organizational cyber security infras-
tructure, i.e. the higher the level of security, the less the probability and impact of a successfull
information security breach (Sumner, 2009; Gordon and Loeb, 2002b).
Fig. 1: Cyber Security Investment Decision Framework from Rowe and Gallaher (2006)
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The Cyber Security Investment Framework for Planning and Evaluation
The Cyber Security Investment Decision Framework of Rowe and Gallaher (2006) focuses on the
organizational information security investment decision making and its results in terms of an im-
proved and adapted cyber security infrastructure and lower probability of cyber security breaches
(nature and frequency of cyber security breaches). However, the model does not cover the eval-
uation of those information security investment decisions. In order to improve future investment
decisions, organizations need to evaluate whether their investments have proved to be the right
decision (Cavusoglu et al., 2004b; Bo¨hme and Nowey, 2008; Su, 2006): To evaluate the efficiency
and effectiveness of their investment decisions, the organizational performance can be used: The
organizational performance describes the overall firm performance (Melville et al., 2004) including
productivity, efficiency, profitability, market value and competitive advantage (Grant, 1991; Melville
et al., 2004; Peteraf, 1993). With the organizational performance firms can justify future investment
decisions (Bo¨hme and Nowey, 2008). Therefore, I extend the framework of Rowe and Gallaher (2006)
to cover not only the decision-making but also the organizational evaluation of information security
investments in order to create a model for this thesis.
To include the evaluation of information security investments I extend the Cyber Security In-
vestment Decision Framework from Rowe and Gallaher (2006) in the following way. I added the
construct Organizational Performance and an arrow from the cyber security investment decision
process to the organizational performance into the framework for the following reason: The cyber
security investment decision process from the original model leads to organizational information
security investments in hardware, software, processes or policies which results in changes of the or-
ganizational performance in terms of market value or security level (Rees et al., 2003). Therefore the
organizational performance indicates the effectiveness and efficiency of the undertaken information
security investments (Su, 2006; Drugescu and Etges, 2006; Pfleeger and Rue, 2008; Finne, 1998).
Note that the organizational performance can be influenced by information security investments not
only in a positive way: If the new authentication system is more restrictive than the old one, many
employees will be mistakenly blocked when trying to get access to the premises of the firm. As a
consequence, workflows become interrupted, which can result in interrupted business operations and
a decline in organizational performance.
Moreover, I added an arrow from the organizational performance to the cyber security invest-
ment decision process for the following reason: For future information security investment decisions,
organizations can use the results of the evaluation and learn from them to make adequate decisions
in the future, i.e. the organizational performance of the past can result in adapted information
security investment decisions through learning. As attackers learn from their past errors and find
new ways to exploit vulnerabilities, firms need to adapt to their circumstances as well (Gupta et al.,
2011). Learning from past actions and security decisions permits an organization to switch to more
cost-effective technologies and achieve better future protection from attackers at lower cost (Khansa
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and Liginlal, 2009; Franqueira et al., 2010). An example for learning in practice is the following:
Consider a firm whose investments in workshops effect a decline of unintended security incidents,
then the organization will learn from the effectiveness and will intensify future investments in such
trainings. Another example is the investment in a different anti-virus program when the detection
of malware has turned out to be unacceptably bad. This relationship is illustrated with the arrow
from the organizational performance to the cyber security investment decision process.
Moreover, I added a link from the nature and frequency of cyber security breaches to the organiza-
tional performance because severe and iterated security breaches influence the firm’s organizational
performance in a negative way regarding their reputation, market value, profitability and compet-
itive advantage (Hovav et al., 2007; Goel and Shawky, 2009; Campbell et al., 2003). In terms of
market value, information security breaches result in significant negative stock market return for
the breached organization (Hovav et al., 2007; Goel and Shawky, 2009; Campbell et al., 2003).
In Figure 2 the extention of the Cyber Security Investment Decision Framework of Rowe and
Gallaher (2006), namely the Cyber Security Investment Framework for Planning and Evaluation is
depicted.
Fig. 2: Cyber Security Investment Framework for Planning and Evaluation based on Rowe and
Gallaher (2006)
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1.2.2 Research on Information Security Investments
In the following I provide an overview of academic literature on information security investments
for planning and evaluation framed by the introduced Cyber Security Investment Framework based
on Rowe and Gallaher (2006).
Research on Planning of Information Security Investments
”Planning information security investment is somewhere between art and science” (Bo¨hme, 2010,
p. 1) and has been a research subject since the turn of the millennium when the articles of Anderson
in 2001 and Gordon and Loeb in 2002 drew attention to the topic of information security investment
planning (Anderson, 2001; Gordon and Loeb, 2002b; Schatz and Bashroush, 2017).
Drivers
Organizations’ decisions to invest in specific information security countermeasures are influenced
by external and internal drivers which have been examined in academic literature. Four important
drivers have been identified (Daneva, 2006; Su, 2006): Government and industry-sector specific reg-
ulations, standards, such as ISO 17000, and best practice models like ITIL and COBIT and risks
and business requirements of the specific industry. The main drivers are legality and compliance
requirements (Cavusoglu et al., 2015; Johnson, 2009). In the context of information security, exam-
ples for such regulations include Gramm Leach Bliley Act (GLBA), the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA), the Federal Information Security ManagementAct (FISMA), the
Sarbanes Oxley (SOX) Act, California SB 1386 or the European Unions Data Protection Direc-
tives (Cavusoglu et al., 2015). These regulations demand compliance and therefore put pressure on
the organizations. For example, the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS)
regulates the sensitivity of credit card data, dictates access control requirements and encryption
techniques for transmission and storage of specific data. Accordingly, this regulation forces the in-
volved firms to invest in corresponding information security measures. Considering that compliance
with these regulations require information security investments so that organizations can stay in
business (Johnson, 2009; Laudon and Laudon, 2015), compliance is the most important information
security investment driver.
Besides these external drivers, academic literature names internal drivers such as vulnerability
(Tanaka et al., 2005; Hausken, 2006), threats (Tatsumi and Goto, 2010), uncertainty, potential loss
(Huang et al., 2014) and risk (Finne, 1998; Bodin et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008) as information
security investment drivers (Johnson, 2009). The influences of these drivers on firms’ investment
strategy has been examined in detail. Reseach indicates that organizational information security
investment decisions depend on vulnerability: If the vulnerability levels are low or extremely high,
then firms do not make higher than usual expenditures in information security (Tanaka et al., 2005;
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Liu et al., 2008). However, firms invested more than usual if the vulnerability levels are medium-
high (Tanaka et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2008). Moreover, it was shown that, higher threat levels
cause both larger and later organizational investment expenditures, while lower threat levels lead to
immediate but lower investments (Tatsumi and Goto, 2010). Concentrating on information security
investements in the healthcare sector, Huang et al. (2014) examined information security investments
based on various threat environments and found out that fear of potential losses drive firms to invest
in information security, but investment is only triggered when the potential loss reaches a threshold
level (Huang et al., 2014). In addition, it has been studied how the business benefits from information
security investments and how these benefits act as a driver to influence firms’ investment decisions
(Huang et al., 2014). Regarding the level of risk as driver, extreme value analysis has been used
to quantify the risks of information security and to determine proper security solutions based on
a firm’s risk preference (Wang et al., 2008). An extensive list of information security investment
drivers can be found in Johnson (2009).
Resources
When it comes to information security investments, internal and external resources influence the
organizational implementation strategy. Internal resources, such as hardware and software which are
already implemented in the firm need to be considered in the information security investment deci-
sion making process because newly acquired resources need to fit into the existing system (Barnard
and von Solms, 2000). The interaction between different security resources is important, since a
defense-in-depth security architecture is advised, i.e. it is recommended to implement more than
one safeguard against threats (Su, 2006). Accordingly, it is important to study whether resources
complement each other, for example, is a system with both a firewall and an intrusion detection
system more efficient than when each control is applied individually (Su, 2006)?
External resources influence the decision making because firms try to implement every available
security solution that the market has to offer (Barnard and von Solms, 2000). In addition, external
resources might be less expensive or more efficient than internal resources which might lead to the
decision to replace existing resources with new ones. Information security resources have been studied
extensively in academic literature: Such resources are often classified into three sequential categories,
namely prevention (e.g., firewall), detection (e.g., intrusion detection system) and recovery (e.g.,
monitoring systems) (Straub and Welke, 1998). Those three categories indicate for what specific
purpose a security solution is implemented: Prevention methods stop a threat from succeeding and
detection and recovery mechanisms reduce the attack’s damage when the attack has been sucessful
(Su, 2006). Additionaly, academics distinguish between technical and human information security
resources (Gordon and Loeb, 2002b). Technical defenses include encryption techniques, firewalls or
access controls while human resources focus on behavioural aspects of information security: Human
information security resources include, for instance, awareness trainings for employees (Gordon and
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Loeb, 2002b). Determining the effectiveness of such resources is difficult and controversial (Su,
2006). Studies concentrating on the implementation of information security resources are manifold:
For example, a mathematical model for dynamically and economically investing in cloud firewalls
with respect to actual needs is developed (Yu et al., 2013). When it comes to investing in human
resources, research highlights the importance of rising security awareness among both managers and
employees (Straub and Welke, 1998; Whitman, 2003). However, studies showed that firms do not
invest enough to raise awareness (Kruger and Kearney, 2006).
Cyber Security Investment Decision Process
Before investing in information security solutions, decision makers want to make sure that the
investment is financially justified (Sonnenreich et al., 2006). Therefore, methods, models and metrics
are used to show how possible information security investments might impact and benefit the organi-
zation’s business because for organizations it is important that security makes ”business sense” (Su,
2006), for example offer new services or attract new customers. An organization’s management tries
to balance between risks and the costs of security solutions to reduce these risks: ”Perfect security
does not exist, and even if it exists, it may very well be too expensive and not worth it.” (Su, 2006).
Literature points out that the first rule of information security is ”that you should never spend more
to protect something than that thing is actually worth” (Crume, 2000). Accordingly, the costs for a
security solution must not exceed the value of the assets that the security solutions tries to protect
(Su, 2006). Therefore, organizations need to determine the value of their assets and the true costs of
information security breaches in order to efficiently manage their information security investments
(Spencer, 2000). Various valuation methods have been introduced to measure the explicit costs (e.g.,
costs of reinstalling and reconfiguring software) and the implicit losses (e.g., losses in future sales
because of damaged reputation and decreased customers’ trust) of information security breaches
(Cavusoglu et al., 2004c; Campbell et al., 2003; Su, 2006).
Information security investment and implementation strategies have been extensively studied in
academic literature. Using input from internal and external drivers, the investment strategy influ-
ences the firm’s budget allocation (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006). The investment strategy indicates
the firms’ information security investment priorities (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006). For example, some
firms’ management views the minimization of probability of successful security breach as their top
priority and therefore invest in various security controls. Others may regard the smooth and contin-
uous running of the business process as most important (Johnson, 2009). Since implementing new
security controls often requires stopping business processes, this investment strategy may not lead
to new and potentially necessary information security investments. Note that information security
investment priorities depend on the position of the decision-makers within the firm: While secu-
rity experts prioritize risk minimization, managers focus on business continuity (Johnson, 2009).
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However, information security investment decision-making is task of the management and therefore
business continuity is uppermost on the list of priorities (Johnson, 2009).
The organization’s implementation strategy refers to determining the most efficient information
security investments (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006). The implementation strategy is influenced by the
investments strategy considering the firm’s level of security and the budget for information security
(Rowe and Gallaher, 2006). There is a trade-off between the level of security and the information
security budget: A firm that aims to optimize their information security level might spend a lot of
money whereas an organization seeking to comply with a given limited information security budget
might not reach an adequate level of security. The level of security that an organization aims to
accomplish is determined by identifying security needs and priorities (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006).
Accordingly, firms identify existing security vulnerabilities within the organization and the most
valuable assets they seek to protect. Moreover existing threats both internal and external are iden-
tified in order to implement security countermeasures accordingly (Belanger et al., 2002; Bistarelli
et al., 2006; Breier and Hudec, 2013; Ljungdahl and Nordstro¨m, 2016). Information security coun-
termeasures comprise technical countermeasures including firewalls, antivirus software or encryption
techniques, operational countermeasures including physical access controls and backup capabilities
and management countermeasures including policies and employee training (Baker and Wallace,
2007; Stoneburner et al., 2002). The implemented security countermeasures protect the assets from
harm through threats (Weisha¨upl, 2017). Thus implementing a security countermeasure aims to
close, or at least reduce, a vulnerability. Assets are affected by vulnerabilities and threads exploit
these vulnerabilities, if they are not protected by a corresponding security countermeasure. For ex-
ample, the asset data can be affected by the vulnerability lack of training and the threat employee
can exploit this vulnerability. The associated countermeasure is a security workshop to train em-
ployees (Weisha¨upl, 2017). With this strategy a firm’s security needs and priorities can be identified.
Accordingly, the investment strategy influences the implementation strategy because organization
which focus on optimizing their level of security have another implementation strategy than firms
concentrating on meeting a limited information security budget (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006).
The implementation strategy is affected by the resources which are already implemented in the
organization or which are available on the market and by the budget (Rowe and Gallaher, 2006).
Academic literature provides a plethora of approaches in this area: Traditional cost benefit analysis
has been used which requires identification of the assets and the financial consequences and risks
of security incidents and the costs of security controls (Dutta and McCrohan, 2002). Moreover, the
game tree approach (Grossklags et al., 2008; Cavusoglu et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2015), the rating
method of the analytic hierarchy process (Bodin et al., 2005; Cheng and Li, 2001) and decision
analysis (Hoo, 2000) are applied. In addition to these decision theory based approaches, economic
methods are applied, namely game theory and traditional risk-return analysis (Cavusoglu et al.,
2004a; Huang et al., 2008). Game theory allows to examine the behaviour of attackers and model
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the interaction between an organization and attackers (Huang et al., 2008). Since firms face strategic
adversaries, i.e. attackers who are exploiting the firms’ vulnerabilities, researchers view information
security as a game between organizations and attackers (Su, 2006). Research indicated, for instance,
that investing in such an intrusion detection system leads to a positive return only when the detection
rate is higher than a threshold which is obtained by the cost and benefit parameters of the attackers
(Cavusoglu et al., 2005). Note that academics advises not to use traditional financial analysis in the
area of information security investment because it is ineffective (Wood and Parker, 2004).
The Budget Allocation Process
Since no firm can be completely secure without unlimited budget, it is important for an orga-
nization to know what the ”right amount” of investment is (Huang et al., 2014). Intuition might
suggest that the optimal amount to invest in information security is an increasing function of the
information’s vulnerability (Gordon and Loeb, 2002b). However, research indicates that the opti-
mal information security investment amount is first increasing and then decreasing as vulnerability
increases (Gordon and Loeb, 2002b). To determine the optimal level of information security invest-
ments, various approaches have been applied: Gordon and Loeb provide an economic framework for
assessing the optimal amount to invest in information security to protect a given set of assets (Gor-
don and Loeb, 2002b). It has been shown that there exists an upper limit for the level of optimal
security investments in relation to the total cost of the protected information assets (Willemson,
2006; Gordon and Loeb, 2002b). However, in practice, the information security budget is heavily
dependent on the past years budget or best practices (Gordon and Loeb, 2006a). The model of
Gordon and Loeb has been extended by a timing dimension, by productivity spaces, modified and
improved by Bodin et al. (2005), Gordon et al. (2015), Willemson (2006), Matsuura (2009), Wang
et al. (2011) and Tatsumi and Goto (2010).
There is an interrelation between the budget allocation process and the implementation strategy
represented by two arrows in Figure 2 which will be discussed in the following: After having de-
termined the adequate amount to invest, the firm should allocate this limited information security
budget to certain information security solutions in order to prevent security incidents. Academic
literature provides hereto approaches and models: Considering two types of security attacks, namely
targeted and opportunistic, research found out that organizations should allocate the most part of
their limited information security budget to defend against targeted attacks (Huang and Behara,
2013; Huang et al., 2006). Regarding the feedback from the implementation strategy to the budget
allocation, I observe that this feedback often takes place in practice as noticed by Rowe and Gal-
laher (2006) but has not been adequately studied by academics: The implementation strategy may
influence the budget allocation because - dependent on the resources and the investment strategy
- there may be more or less information security budget necessary to carry out the planned imple-
mentation strategy, i.e. the given information security budget may be altered and adapted to the
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needs identified in the implementation strategy. Note that, over-investing in information security
controls is common in organizations: Managers try to reduce the probability of security incidents
during their tenure in order to boost their reputation (Srinidhi et al., 2015).
Research on Evaluation of Information Security Investments
Firms reflect on decisions made in the past and evaluate whether their strategy was effective and
efficient (Bo¨hme and Nowey, 2008), i.e. they learn from past experiences: Organizations learn when
they ”draw lessons from past successes and failures, and detect and correct errors of the past, an-
ticipate and respond to impending threats, engage in continuous innovation, and build and realize
images of a desirable future” (Quaye and Harper, 2014, p. 10).
Cyber Security Infrastructure
A cyber security infrastructure for effective security, privacy and data protection is influenced
by information security investments, i.e. by the cyber security investment decision process: If the
firm decides to invest in another information security countermeasure to raise its level of security,
the cyber security infrastructure is improved in terms of increased level of security, privacy or data
protection (Hooper, 2009).
The cyber security infrastructure determines the nature and frequency of information security
breaches: The more efficient an organizational cyber security infrastructure, i.e. the higher the level
of security, the less the probability and impact of a successfull information security breach (Sumner,
2009; Gordon and Loeb, 2002b).
Nature and Frequency of Cyber Security Breaches
The nature of cyber security breaches can be assessed through five characteristics (Hovav et al.,
2007): The attackers’ intention (e.g., vandal, hacker, professional criminal or terrorist), their ob-
jectives (e.g., damage, challenge or financial gain), the results they achieve (e.g., corruption of
information, disclosure of information or denial of service), the tools used (e.g., scripts, programs
or autonomous agents) and the access (unauthorized use or access) (Hovav et al., 2007).
The nature and frequency of cyber security breaches have an influence on the organizational
performance. Organizations that are repeatedly und successfully attacked will experience a decrease
in their organizational performance. Academic reseach found out that information security breaches
effect abnormal stock market return depending on the breach characteristics (Hovav et al., 2007;
Goel and Shawky, 2009; Campbell et al., 2003). The type of attacker and his objective have a
significant impact on the market reaction: Attacks by professional criminals and attacks intended
for financial gain resulted in significant negative market reaction (Hovav et al., 2007). However, the
most significant characteristic is the result of the attack: Breaches resulting in disclosure of private
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information had a significantly larger effect on the stock market return while denial of service attacks
and corruption of information had less impact (Hovav et al., 2007).
The Organizational Performance
Information security investments result in increased organizational performance, e.g., in terms
of stock market return: Organizations that publicly announce information security investments are
rewarded with a higher cumulated abnormal stock market return (Chai et al., 2011; Brock and
Levy, 2013; Bose and Leung, 2013; Xu et al., 2017). The stock market’s reaction to various types
of information security investments has been regarded in academic literature, e.g., investments in
identity theft countermeasures or investments with commercial exploitation (Chai et al., 2011; Brock
and Levy, 2013; Bose and Leung, 2013; Xu et al., 2017).
Traditional financial metrics such as return on investment (ROI), net present value (NPV), and
the internal rate of return (IRR) have been developed to measure the organizational performance
(Drugescu and Etges, 2006; Pfleeger and Rue, 2008). The most commonly used metric in practice
is the ROI, followed by the IRR (Su, 2006). However, such metrics can not quantify the intangible
benefits of information security (Finne, 1998). Therefore other approaches have been applied: Based
on the assumption that organizational information security investments affect the market value of
the investing firm, studies investigate the stock market reaction to information security investments
of publicly traded firms. With this methods, intangible benefits of investments, like the firm’s rep-
utation, customers’ trust or competitive advantages can be measured (Chai et al., 2011). It was
shown that information security investments with commercial exploitation lead to higher abnormal
stock market return than information security investment for information security improvement
(Chai et al., 2011). Regarding the impact of organizational performance on future decision-making,
i.e. learning, research provides the following results: Proactive information security investments for
commercial exploitation lead to higher return, i.e. higher organizational performance than invest-
ments for information security improvement (Xu et al., 2017). For reactive information security
investments the opposite is the case (Xu et al., 2017). This study provides guidance for managers
on how to make effective and efficient information security investment decisions in the future: It
is recommended that managers should consider this correlation between their investment strategy
and the investment timing because otherwise they may obtain negative stock market return (Xu
et al., 2017). Furthermore, organizations benefit from proactive information security investments in
order to achieve competitive advantages (Xu et al., 2017). However, for improving their information
security reactive investments are advised (Xu et al., 2017). When it comes to investing in identity
theft countermeasures, research indicate that the market rewards early adopters and adopters of so-
phisticated measures (Bose and Leung, 2013). Therefore, the authors suggest to implement identity
theft countermeasures at an early time (Bose and Leung, 2013).
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1.2.3 Research Questions
In the following the research questions which are subject of the investigation in this thesis are derived
from the Cyber Security Investment Framework for Planning and Evaluation (Rowe and Gallaher,
2006).
In essence, research has produced a substantial body of knowledge on information security invest-
ments (c.f. Section 1.2.2). That research aims at examining drivers and resources, including software,
tools, systems and personnel. As depicted in the Cyber Security Investment Framework for Planning
and Evaluation, the drivers and resources influence the cyber security investment decision process
because they force organizations to invest in certain security controls. This influence of drivers and
resources on the cyber security investment decision process has been examined in various research
articles, e.g., Daneva (2006); Su (2006); Cavusoglu et al. (2015); Johnston and Hale (2009); Barnard
and von Solms (2000); Wang et al. (2008); Straub and Welke (1998). To structure the plethora of
research articles, researchers have provided several literature reviews (e.g., Ferna´ndez-Alema´n et al.
(2013); D’arcy and Herath (2011); Karlsson et al. (2016); Lebek et al. (2013); Silic et al. (2015);
Soomro et al. (2016)) with different foci: For example, Ferna´ndez-Alema´n et al. (2013) report the
results of a systematic literature review regarding security and privacy issues in electronic health
record systems; Goyal et al. (2010) reviewed the literature on fundamental security attacks in mobile
ad hoc networks or Lebek et al. (2013) analyzed information security awareness and behavior of em-
ployees by a theory-based literature review. A high diversity in terms of disciplines, methodologies
and theories is applied, which account for the multi-faceted nature of organizational information
security investments. However, a comprehensive literature review of information security investment
planning in an organizational context considering drivers and resources, as depicted in Figure 2, in
order to identify what we already know is still missing. Therefore, I pose the following research
question (RQ):
RQ1: What insights are provided by existing academic literature on how organizations make
decisions on their information security investments under consideration of external and in-
ternal drivers and information security resources?
Research question 1 adresses the drivers and resources as well as the link between these con-
structs and the cyber security investment decision process as illustrated in Figure 3.
Furthermore, I address the practical implementation of the existing academic models and meth-
ods on information security investments in real-world organizations. I strive to understand how
information security investment decisions are evaluated in firms and how these decisions evolve,
i.e. how organizations learn from past investment decisions to adapt future investments which is
illustrated by the arrow from the organizational performance to the cyber security investment deci-
sion process in Figure 2. As depicted in the Cyber Security Investment Framework for Planning and
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Evaluation, the organizational performance influences the cyber security investment decision process
through learning: Firms learn from the results of evaluating their information security investment
decisions with measuring the organizational performance of undertaken decisions and improve fu-
ture investment decisions. Several academic articles have already been carried out to investigate
organizational behaviour in the context of information security investments for instance to support
security investment decision-making (Beresnevichiene et al., 2010) or to investigate the question in
which security solutions it is worth investing (Fenz et al., 2011). However, an integrated view fo-
cussing on evaluation and organizational learning in the context of information security investments
has not been addressed with existing research. Accordingly, I aim to answer the following research
question:
RQ2: How do organizations evaluate their information security investment decisions and
how do they learn from past decisions to make more efficient decisions in the future?
Research question 2 adresses the organizational performance and the link between the organiza-
tional performance and the cyber security investment decision process as illustrated in Figure 3.
With the third research question, I strive to measure the changes in organizational performance
caused by a firm’s information security investments which is illustrated by the link from the cyber
security investment decision process to the organizational performance in Figure 2: As depicted in the
Cyber Security Investment Framework for Planning and Evaluation, the cyber security investment
decision process influences the organizational performance because security investments raise the
firm’s security level and increase the overall firm performance. Metrics and measures to measure the
organizational performance and to assess the cost and benefits of information security investments
are manifold in academic research as presented above (Drugescu and Etges, 2006; Pfleeger and Rue,
2008; Finne, 1998; Chai et al., 2011; Bose and Leung, 2013; Xu et al., 2017). However, I found out
that due to limited data, assessing the costs of information security breaches is a challenging task
for firms, i.e. firms do not use the metrics and methods developed in academic literature (Weisha¨upl
et al., 2018). To overcome this problem of limited data, I measure the benefits of information
security investments based on an organization’s value in the stock market as done in Chai et al.
(2011). Hereby, the following research question is addressed:
RQ3: How do information security investments influence the firm’s organizational perfor-
mance in terms of the stock market value?
Research question 3 adresses the link between the cyber security investment decision process and
the organizational performance as illustrated in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: Presentation of the Research Questions RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 in the Cyber Security Investment
Framework for Planning and Evaluation based on Rowe and Gallaher (2006)
1.2.4 Research Methods
In the following, the applied research methods to answer the introduced research questions are
described:
For research question 1 I conduct a comprehensive theory-based review of the literature on
organizational information security investments. The underlying theory is a unifying theory drawn
on the resource-based view (RBV) and the organizational learning theory (OLT). Relevant literature
is identified following four phases: Phase 1 includes a keyword search in pertinent journal and
conference databases, in phase 2 the references of those articles will be examined that will have been
identified during phase 1. Phase 3 contains the scanning of the abstracts of these research papers and
excluding those papers that did not seem to be related to the investigation. Finally, phase 4 analyses
the body of these papers regarding their research questions, methodology and research models, and
characteristics. After the identification of relevant articles, they are synthesized according to the
theory in order to get an overview of the literature and to be able to identify research gaps and
guide avenues for further research. This in-depth literature review is an adequate and common
methodology to treat research question 1.
To adress research question 2, an exploratory case study is carried out to substantiate the
theoretical approach presented in the literature review with insights gained through interviews with
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experienced practitioners. I draw on the RBV and the OLT and use this multi-theoretical perspective
to conduct an exploratory multiple case study. To understand how information security investment
decisions are made and evaluated in organizations and how they learn from past investment decisions,
I interview seven consulting organizations and five non-consulting firms whereby the asked questions
are derived from the RBV and OLT. I benefit from the integration of the consultants and the non-
consultants’ answers in three ways: (1) I can combine the first-hand information of the non-consulting
firms and the second-hand information gained from the interviews with consulting firms; (2) I
can integrate the broad knowledge of the interviewed consulting organizations on the information
security management of their many clients and the concentrated knowledge of the interviewed non-
consulting firms on their information security management; (3) With not only interviewing non-
consulting firms but also consulting firms, I can overcome the deficiency that firms might not want to
disclose security-related inadequacies and mistakes to me for fear of attacks and harm of reputation.
In order to answer research question 3, I apply the event study methodology to measure the
return on information security investments since stock market return can be used to measure orga-
nizational performance (Campbell et al., 2003; Bose and Leung, 2013; Bose and Luo, 2014). Since
the event study methodology focusses on studying the effects of public event announcements on
stock prices because immediate market response represents the expectations of investors towards
a firm’s future performance based on the current corporate actions, this methodology is a suitable
research method to adress research question 3. Covering the time period from 2000 to 2017, I col-
lected information security investment announcements by electronically searching the Lexis/Nexis
Academic Database. The final sample consists of 63 newspaper articles about organizational infor-
mation security investment announcements. The historical data from the stock market was obtained
using Alpha Vantage. For the statistical calculations I apply a two-sample t-test, which is one of
the most commonly used hypothesis tests.
Table 1 gives an overview of the relationships between the research questions, the publications
and the used research methods.
1.2.5 Contributions
In this subsection the contributions for each paper in this thesis are described in a summarized form.
The academic literature provides many articles on information security investments. However,
this material needs a theoretical basis and synthesis which is provided in paper 1. The contributions
of this publication to the literature on information security investments are the following: (1) I
develop a new theoretical model on information security investments by drawing on two established
IS theories, the RBV and the OLT. The two theories are appropriate because they complement
each other: the RBV operationalizes and covers major aspects that need to be considered in in-
vestment decisions namely at the national, industry or firm level; the OLT takes into account that
information technology is dynamically changing which leads firms to adapt their security strategies
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Table 1: An Overview of the Publications, the adressed Research Questions and the Research Meth-
ods.
Research Questions Paper Research Methods
RQ 1 What insights are pro-
vided by existing aca-
demic literature on how
organizations make de-
cisions on their informa-
tion security investments
under consideration of
external and internal
drivers and information
security resources?
Paper 1 A Multi-Theoretical
Literature Review on
Information Security
Investments using the
Resource-Based View
and the Organizational
Learning Theory
Status: Published in
Proceedings of ICIS
2015
I conduct a comprehen-
sive theory-based liter-
ature review on orga-
nizational information
security investments.
The underlying theory
is a combination of the
RBV and the OLT.
RQ 2 How do organizations
evaluate their informa-
tion security investment
decisions and how do
they learn from past de-
cisions to make more
efficient decisions in the
future?
Paper 2 Information Security
Investments: An Ex-
ploratory Multiple Case
Study on Decision-
Making, Evaluation and
Learning
Status: Published in
Computers & Security
I conduct an exploratory
case study drawing on
the RBV and the OLT.
Seven consulting orga-
nizations and five non-
consulting firms are in-
terviewed.
RQ 3 How do information se-
curity investments in-
fluence the firms organi-
zational performance in
terms of the stock mar-
ket value?
Paper 3 Timing in Information
Security: An Event
Study on the Impact
of Information Security
Investment Announce-
ments
Status: Under review at
Decision Support Sys-
tems
I conduct an event
study to measure the
return on information
security investments.
For the statistical cal-
culations I apply a two-
sample t-test.
and investments accordingly. (2) Based on this new multi-theoretical perspective, I synthesize the
existing information security investment literature. The new model additionally allows to identify
research gaps and to derive research questions which would otherwise have remained unidentified in
order to stimulate future research on this topic. The discussed managerial implications highlight that
answering the identified research questions and addressing the related gaps have not only academic
relevance: I provide examples of how managers would benefit from answering the research questions.
All in all, as paper 1 focuses on the academic literature on information security investments, research
question 1 is answered.
Paper 2 contributes to the literature on information security investment by providing an unadul-
terated overview over organizations’ investment decisions, evaluations and learning strategies. I
benefit from the integration of the consultants’ and the clients answers in three ways: (1) I can
combine the first-hand information of the non-consulting firms and the second-hand information
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gained from the interviews with consulting firms; (2) I can integrate the broad knowledge of the
interviewed consulting organizations on the information security management of their many clients
and the concentrated knowledge of the interviewed non-consulting firms on their information secu-
rity management; (3) With not only interviewing non-consulting firms but also consulting firms, I
can overcome the deficiency that firms might not want to disclose security-related inadequacies and
mistakes to me for fear of attacks and harm of reputation. Hence, with combining these two perspec-
tives, I provide (1) an unadulterated overview over organizations’ information security investment
decisions, evaluations and learning strategies and (2) a comparison of the self-portrayal of firms
with regard to their information security investment management with an unbiased external view
of consulting firms on this topic. Therefore I obtain genuine information on how security investment
is managed in firms. With the requirements raised in this publication, academic researchers can
conduct new research on the implementation of decision, evaluation processes and learning strate-
gies that can be supported in firms so that future information security investments become more
effective in practice.
In paper 3, I regard timing in two dimensions, namely the time of announcement in relation to the
time of investment and the time of announcement in relation to the time of a fundamental security
incident. The operational performance of information security investments is assessed by examining
the relationship between the investment announcements and their stock market reaction whereby I
focus on these two time dimensions. I found out that both dimensions influence the stock market
return of the investing organization in terms of organizational performance. In particular: (1) after
fundamental security incidents, the stock price will react more positively to a firm’s announcement
of actual information security investments than to announcements of the intention to invest; (2) the
stock price will react more positively to a firm’s announcements of the intention to invest after the
fundamental security incident compared to before; and (3) the stock price will react more positively
to a firm’s announcements of actual information security investments after the fundamental security
incident compared to before.

Part II
Research Papers

2Paper 1: A Multi-Theoretical Literature Review on
Information Security Investments using the Resource-Based
View and the Organizational Learning Theory
Status: Published
Conference: 36th International Conference on Information Systems (ICIS 2015)
CORE Ranking: A∗
VHB-Jourqual 3: A
Full citation: Weisha¨upl, E., Yasasin, E., and Schryen, G (2015). A Multi-Theoretical Liter-
ature Review on Information Security Investments using the Resource-Based
View and the Organizational Learning Theory. In Carte, T., Heinzl, A., and
Urquhart, C., editors, Proceedings of the Thirty-Sixth International Conference
on Information Systems, pages 1-22, December 13-16, Fort Worth, Texas, USA.
Association for Information Systems.
Link: https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2015/proceedings/SecurityIS/16/
Abstract: The protection of information technology (IT) has become and is predicted
to remain a key economic challenge for organizations. While research on IT
security investment is fast growing, it lacks a theoretical basis for structur-
ing research, explaining economic-technological phenomena and guide future
research. We address this shortcoming by suggesting a new theoretical model
emerging from a multi-theoretical perspective adopting the Resource-Based
View and the Organizational Learning Theory. The joint application of these
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6Discussion
This thesis deals with the organizational planning and evaluation of information security invest-
ments. In Part I of this work I framed the academic research in this area including my publications
in the Cyber Security Investment Framework for Planning and Evaluation based on Rowe and Gal-
laher (2006). In this chapter I summarize the results and contributions of my publications in the
light of the Cyber Security Investment Framework for Planning and Evaluation and of the devel-
oped research questions: The first section provides a summary of this thesis. Thereafter, Section
2 presents the limitations of this thesis. In Section 3 the thesis’ repercussions in the light of the
developed research questions are discussed and implications for academic and practice are drawn.
6.1 Summary
Information security investments are considered a challenging task by practitioners and academics
since there is no direct return of investment but intangible returns such as prevented security inci-
dents or improved reputation (Cavusoglu et al., 2004b; Chai et al., 2011). Nevertheless, academic
literature has provided a plethora of research articles to examine information security investments
concentrating on different aspects (Weisha¨upl et al., 2015). Therefore, in a first step, I studied the
academic literature to provide an overview over existing methods and models for information se-
curity investment planning and evaluation. I found out that the literature on information security
investments at the organizational level is fragmented and lacks a theoretical basis. The development
of a new theoretical model addresses this deficiency and can be used not only for providing a coher-
ent picture of what the literature has found but also for supporting future theoretical developments
in this research area. This resource-based learning model on information security investments inte-
grates two complementary theoretical perspectives on information security investments: While the
RBV focusses on the mechanisms how investments into information security resources effect the IT
business value generation process and organizational performance, the OLT considers the temporal
dynamics of these mechanisms by emphasizing the phenomena of organizational development and
organizational learning. I have used the integrative model to review the literature on and to condense
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existing knowledge on information security investments, to identify research gaps and to formulate
research thrusts. This integrated theory has been applied in the case study (Paper 2) in order to
understand how information security investment decisions are made and evaluated in firms. The
case study surprisingly concluded that organizations do not measure the changes in organizational
performance caused by information security investments (Weisha¨upl et al., 2018). Therefore firms
are not able to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of their investment decisions and to learn
from past decisions to optimize future investment strategies. I address this problem with an event
study (Paper 3) examining the organizational performance in terms of stock market returns.
6.2 Limitations
In this section, I discuss the methodological and theoretical limitations of the individual research
papers and the thesis. Overall, the most important limitation is the theoretical limitation originated
from the theoretical model which serves as a basis for Paper 1 and Paper 2. The theoretical model
based on the RBV and the OLT considers key factors in the area of information security investments
because with the integrative model, (a) diverse assets such as systems, data or processes, which need
to be protected, can be modeled as resources, (b) both tangible and intangible resources, such as
firewalls, and security knowledge, can be explicitly considered (Cavusoglu et al., 2015) and (c) the
firm’s ability to learn and integrate temporal and dynamic feedback loops are taken into account.
Both the RBV and the OLT are established theories in the IS literature (Iyengar et al., 2015; Kwon
and Johnson, 2014; Wade and Hulland, 2004; Wu et al., 2015) and I consider them an appropriate
theoretical basis in the context of information security investments. However, since the integrative
model dictates the focus of Paper 1 and Paper 2, I had to exclude some research papers in the
literature analysis in Paper 1 (Weisha¨upl et al., 2015). Moreover, my interview questions during the
interviews for Paper 2 had to remain within the boundaries of the theoretical model (Weisha¨upl
et al., 2018).
The limitations of the literature review (Paper 1) are both methodological and theoretical
(Weisha¨upl et al., 2015): To identify relevant studies for the literature review, I followed a pre-
cise and structured process. Nevertheless I may have missed some important and pertinent research
articles. Moreover, since the theoretical foundation based on the RBV and OLT has boundaries, I
had to exclude papers which focus on the technical perspective of information security (e.g., Lyu
and Lau (2000)) and papers that do not focus on information security investment (e.g., Moore et al.
(2001)).
The limitations of the case study (Paper 2) are both methodological and theoretical (Weisha¨upl
et al., 2018): (1) Having conducted a small-sample case study, I cannot claim a generalization
although the study covers a broad variety of different sectors and firm sizes. (2) Consulting firms
might have limited insights in the security investment management of their clients. Therefore, future
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case studies should also include interviews with these clients and compare results with those of the
corresponding consulting firms. (3) The adoption of the multi-theoretical view focuses on information
security investments and activities of organizations. Therefore, similar to the literature review,
information security phenomena at the individual level, for example learning of individuals, are out
of this work’s scope.
The limitations of the event study (Paper 3) are methodological and related to the data collected
for the analysis: As I gathered the public information security investment announcements from
newspaper articles, relevant information could not be included in the analysis: For instance, the
amount of investment could not be assessed. However, I assume that the amount of invested capital
plays an important role on stock price returns: Investors might reward organizations that spend
comparatively large sums with higher abnormal stock price returns than firms investing smaller
sums or firms not investing at all. Furthermore, a larger sample size may improve the robustness of
the results: Due to the screening process and the requirements on the data, I had to filter out a large
portion of the announcements. With 63 information security investment announcements, I regard a
relatively small sample size compared to, for instance, Brock and Levy (2013) or Chai et al. (2011).
The limitation of this thesis can be derived from the Cyber Security Investment Framework
for Planning and Evaluation based on Rowe and Gallaher (2006): With Paper 1 focusing on the
information security drivers and resources influencing information security investment decisions,
Paper 2 concentrating on the evaluation of and the learning from those decisions and Paper 3
studying the influence of those decisions on the organizational performance, some aspects of the
Cyber Security Investment Framework for Planning and Evaluation based on Rowe and Gallaher
(2006) are neglected. In this thesis, I do not study the influence of information security investment
decision processes on the cyber security infrastructure and on the nature and frequency of cyber
security breaches. Moreover, I do not regard the interrelations of the implementation strategy as
part of the cyber security investment decision process with the budget allocation process as depicted
in Figure 3 in Section 1 of this thesis. These neglected aspects of organizational information security
planning and evaluation were not in the focus of my thesis and therefore need to be examined in
detail in the future.
6.3 Repercussions on the Research Questions and Implications for
Academic and Practice
In the following, I discuss this thesis’ repercussions and implications for academic and practice in
the light of the developed research questions:
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6.3.1 Research Question 1
Addressing research question 1, I conclude that the influence of single external drivers are examined
thoroughly in academic literature (Weisha¨upl et al., 2015). Nevertheless future research need to
pay attention to the interaction between these external drivers: Surprisingly, so far the literature
is silent on how the interaction (regarding interdependencies) of different external driver impacts a
firm’s investment decision disaggregated in technological and human information security resources.
As there are multiple coinciding security drivers which influence information security investment
decisions in firms, an investigation of the interaction between these drivers is of particular importance
to optimize investment strategies. For example, a health care provider must comply with country-
specific and health care industry-related regulations (Von Solms and Von Solms, 2004). Compliance
to both might lead to interferences and to the question how to unify the different regulations to one
optimal investment strategy.
Regarding the information security resources and their influence on the firm’s implementation
strategy we disaggregated the resources along the two dimensions of technological versus human IT
resources, and security versus non security resources in Paper 1 (Weisha¨upl et al., 2015). It should be
noticed that technological and human information resources, with regard to both security and non-
security information resources, often need to be complemented in order to be effective (Su, 2006).
For example, the investment in a (technological) single sign on (SSO) authentication system also re-
quires maintenance by, e.g., a security engineer, which represents a human information resource (Su,
2006). Unsurprisingly, I conclude that the different information security resources such as firewalls,
intrusion detection systems and encryption techniques are sufficiently covered in academic litera-
ture. However, the influence of those information security resources on the cyber security investment
decision process in particular on the implementation strategy needs to be a topic in future research.
Regarding the drivers for information security investments I draw the following conclusion: The liter-
ature review revealed that there is a substantial body of literature on the importance of considering
external drivers when investing in information security resources (Weisha¨upl et al., 2015). However,
it is yet not understood how these factors interact and jointly affect investment decisions. This issue
should be addressed in future work. Understanding these effects is crucial for informing firms on
how they should use or even extend their budget when investing in technological and organizational
information security resources. Moreover, as discussed in Paper 2, firms revealed an unexpected fact:
Regulations which are not directly related to information security can influence information security
nonetheless and therefore need to be examined in detail in the future (Weisha¨upl et al., 2018): The
academic literature deals exhaustively with impacts of information security specific laws (Kwon and
Johnson, 2014; Ghose and Rajan, 2006; Connolly and Lang, 2013), but it is silent on laws which
are not directly related to information security. In particular, under the aspect of internationally
operating organizations where data is distributed globally, I recommend to shift these complex le-
gal requirements into focus of future academic research. Unsurprisingly, in real-world organizations
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country and industry-specific drivers have the strongest influence on organizational information se-
curity investments (Weisha¨upl et al., 2018). Regarding the information security resources which are
differentiated in security, non-security, technological and human resources, I conclude the following:
As expected, research on investments in technological and human information security resources
is thoroughly and well-examined (Weisha¨upl et al., 2015). In practice, organizations usually in-
vest in classical information security resources such as firewalls, antivirus-programs and workshops
and therefore every company has a basic technical security equipment. This result also meets my
expectations. Moreover, firms mainly invest in human security resources including a Chief Informa-
tion Security Officer (CISO) and his department for information security, external consultants, and
workshops for employees to raise awareness. Consistent with the academic literature, I observed that
the distinction between security and non-security resources is blurry in practice (Weisha¨upl et al.,
2018). The reason for that is, that for instance a technical security resource like a firewall is managed
by the IT department not the IT security department of an organization (Weisha¨upl et al., 2018).
Moreover, it is challenging to distinguish between an IT budget and an information security budget.
However, in literature, models and methods often require an IT security budget (Gordon and Loeb,
2002a,b; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2013; Olifer et al., 2017). I hypothesize that models requiring to
specify the IT security budget are difficult to apply in organizations. This assumption was backed
up by the interview partners in Weisha¨upl et al. (2018). In the future, academic literature should
provide explicit guidelines for the distinction of IT budget and IT security budget.
6.3.2 Research Question 2
Regarding research question 2, I surprisingly found out that organizations are not sufficiently evalu-
ating their information security investment decisions. The case study revealed that contradictory to
academic research, metrics like ROSI or NPV are not applied in practice and evaluation processes
are not implemented (Weisha¨upl et al., 2018). The metrics and methods developed by academics
are too complex and time consuming for real world application. Moreover, these metrics do not ade-
quately reflect the assumptions and facts in practice. With the exception of banks which are forced
by audits, organizations in general do not evaluate their security investments decisions and therefore
they can not efficiently use the results of the evaluation to learn for future information security in-
vestment decisions (Weisha¨upl et al., 2018). Regarding the learning from changes in organizational
performance to improve future investment decision the following conclusion can be drawn: Consis-
tent with my assumptions, the concept of learning when it comes to information security investments
within an organization has received very few attention in existing academic literature (Weisha¨upl
et al., 2015): For instance, Hamdan (2013) refers to learning as part of five major capabilities for
future readiness. Wang et al. (2008) propose a value-at-risk (VaR) approach which helps to quan-
tify the risk of information security and can determine proper security solutions based on its risk
preference and thus gives insights to learn from the past: The authors state that with the proposed
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VaR approach, the firm can find out whether extreme daily losses are influenced by environmental
factors and therefore make strategic investment in information security more effective (Wang et al.,
2008). However, in practice, understanding these effects is of significant importance due to contin-
uously changing external factors (Williams, 2001). Organizations need to constantly learn from the
impact that past information security investments have had on the organizational performance and
adapt their long-term strategies and medium-term actions (Weisha¨upl et al., 2015). The case study
revealed that, in practice, from the two existing learning strategies (single and double loop) firms
prefer, according to the interviews, single loop learning as a fast reaction to incidents rather than
searching for a long lasting rectification. However, learning, whether single or double loop, is always
triggered by incidents and not intrinsically motivated (Weisha¨upl et al., 2018).
6.3.3 Research Question 3
For research question 3, I come to the following conclusion: According to academic research, infor-
mation security investments can have a positive influence on the stock market value of the investing
firm (Bose and Leung, 2013; Brock and Levy, 2013; Chai et al., 2011): Investments in identity
theft countermeasures or investments with commercial exploitation result in a positive stock market
return (Bose and Leung, 2013; Chai et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2017). Regarding the organizational
performance resulting from information security investment decisions I come to the following con-
clusion: A positive impact of information security investments - in both technological and human
resources - on the cyber security infrastructure and the organizational performance of a firm has
been identified and measured using different metrics (Weisha¨upl et al., 2015). We expect that this
impact is mediated through its influence on security processes and business processes as there is con-
sensus in the literature that the causal relationship between investments in IT assets in general and
the organizational performance shows such mediation effects. For information security investments,
these mediation effects are neglected in the literature (Dedrick et al., 2003; Dehning and Richardson,
2002; Melville et al., 2004; Schryen, 2013; Soh and Markus, 1995). Surprisingly, although a plethora
of metrics and models to measure changes in organizational performance are developed (Drugescu
and Etges, 2006; Pfleeger and Rue, 2008; Su, 2006), they are not applicable in real-world organiza-
tions (Weisha¨upl et al., 2018). Therefore, I measured the changes in organizational performance in
terms of the stock market return: Consistent with prior academic studies (Chai et al., 2011; Brock
and Levy, 2013; Bose and Leung, 2013; Xu et al., 2017), the results indicate that information secu-
rity investments can have a positive influence on the stock market value of the investing firm under
certain conditions and that the timing of information security investment announcements plays a
significant role. However, I observe that information security investments can result in negative
stock market return and negative changes in organizational performance: I assume that investors
do not recognize the necessity of information security investments, since those investments do not
generate direct profit for the organization and therefore investors would prefer investments in more
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profitable business sectors instead (Chai et al., 2011). This claim is backed up by academic litera-
ture: Information security investments might not improve a firm’s stock return (Chai et al., 2011;
Dos Santos et al., 1993; Im et al., 2001) because of the investors’ negative opinions or doubts about
a firm’s resource allocation or about its investment priority (Chai et al., 2011).
Regarding the time of information security investments in relation to the investment announce-
ment and to a fundamental security incident in the same industry I conclude that the market re-
actions for intended and actual information security investment announcements are negative before
fundamental security incidents, i.e. the stock market punishes both intended and actual information
security investments. This conclusion contradicts my expectations: I assumed that actual informa-
tion security investment announcements always lead to a positive stock market return. However,
after fundamental security incidents, the return for information security investments - whether in-
tended or actual - is positive and notable higher than for announcements before the incident.
Overall, I conclude that the planning and evaluation of information security investments needs
to move in the center of attention of both academic researchers and practitioners: I recommend for
academic research to concentrate on the real-world applicability of their developed metrics, models
and methods. Practitioners should be aware that information security investments are not costs
without return but can result in positive stock market return. In the light of increasing information
security threats they should adapt their security infrastructure accordingly. I recommend to intensify
the collaboration between practitioners and researchers in order to optimize methods for planning
and evaluation to prevent future fundamental security incidents.
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